The Mellin transform of quartic products of shifted Airy functions is evaluated in a closed form. Some particular cases expressed in terms of the logarithm function and complete elliptic integrals special values are presented.
Introduction
This article is inspired by the Laurenzi integral [1] (see also [2, Equation (9.11.18 )]) ∞ 0 Ai 4 (x) dx = ln 3 24π 2 .
(1.1)
As far as we know, it was the first case when the integral of Airy function power results in a logarithmic function value. Products of two Airy functions and their integral transforms are investigated in many mathematical and physical papers (see, for example, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ) while products of three or more Airy functions meet quite rarely. Besides the Laurenzi paper, these products are discussed in [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Recently, a two-dimensional light field that is a product of three Airy functions with linear arguments has been proposed and investigated in [15] . It has been shown that the Fourier image of this three-Airy beam has a radially symmetric intensity with a super-Gaussian decrease. Three-Airy beams, Airy wavelets in two dimensions and light fields based on cubic and quartic products of Airy functions have been investigated in [16, 17] .
Below we consider the quartic products only. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we evaluate the Mellin transform of the function Ai 4 (c + x), where c is an arbitrary complex parameter. In Section 3 similar results for the functions Ai 3 (c + x)Bi(c + x) and Ai 2 (c + x)Bi 2 (c + x) are obtained. Some examples including the case when the final expression may be written in terms of complete elliptic integrals are also given there. In the last section we shortly discuss the Mellin transform of other products of Airy functions and application of the above results for the evaluation of the Gauss hypergeometric function special values.
The Mellin transform of Ai 4 (c + x)
Let us consider the problem of evaluation of the integral
where α > 0. For simplicity we assume that c ∈ R while, of course, due to the asymptotic behaviour of the Airy function the final result will be valid for any c ∈ C. All the following manipulations are quite straightforward and based on traditional methods used in calculus and complex analysis, such as series expansions, contour integration and analytic continuation.
We start with two Aspnes integrals [9] which may be written in the united form
Then we change x → c + x in (2.2), separate its real part,
and substitute two copies of (2.3) into (2.1):
Here the first double integral corresponds to the terms with (δ, ) = (+1, +1) ∪ (−1, −1), and the second one -to the terms with (δ, ) = (+1, −1) ∪ (−1, +1).
Using the known formula
we integrate over x and obtain
To insure the convergence of the integrals we restrict our study to the case of small α's, namely, α ∈ (0, 1). For other values of α the final result may be established by analytic continuation (see [18, 19] for details). We consider first I 1 , then I 2 .
To evaluate the integral I 1 we use the change of variables u = s+t, v = st. Then
and the first quadrant of (s, t)-plane is mapped twice onto the region {v ≥ 0, u ≥ 2 √ v} of (u, v)-plane. It is easy to verify images of half-lines {s ≥ 0, t ≥ 0, t = s tan θ } for each θ ∈ (0, π/2) under the mapping (s, t) → (u, v). Then
where the last equality has been found by using the change of variable v = (u 2 /4)τ .
Applying contour integration, we transform the integral over u into an absolutely convergent one,
and expand the factor exp(e 2π i/3 cu) in the Taylor series for the following term-by-term integration:
Here we used the known formula
and the integral representation of the Gauss hypergeometric function [20,
As result, the contribution of
To evaluate the integral I 2 we use the change of variables u = s−t, v = st. Then s 3 − t 3 = u(u 2 + 3v), du dv = |s + t| ds dt = u 2 + 4v ds dt, and the first quadrant of (s, t)-plane is mapped onto the upper half-
Then
The following steps are similar to that for I 1 :
The last integral is reduced to the Gauss hypergeometric function by using the change of variable τ = t/(1 − t) and formula (2.5):
Returning to (2.4) and applying one of the linear transformations of the Gauss hypergeometric function [2, Equation (15.8.4) ] to our case, 2 F 1 a,
we get the final result after a few algebraic steps: ; a + 1 2
where a = (α + 2 − n)/3, but we prefer the description in terms of the Gauss hypergeometric function because of a large amount of known properties of this function.
The Mellin transform of the quartic product of Ai(x) is a corollary of (2.6), when c = 0:
In particular, the Laurenzi integral (1.1) follows immediately from (2.7) due to the known value 2 F 1 (1, 
Integration by parts yields For two other cases the hypergeometric function values may be found with the help of the result proven by Vidūnas in [22] , namely, 2 F 1 −a, 1 2
; n + 2a + 3 2
where a ∈ R, n ∈ Z and K(a, n), L(a, n) are terminated hypergeometric series:
K(a, 0) = 1, K(a, 1) = 0, L(a, 0) = 0, L(a, 1) = 1, 
is an auxiliary parameter used for brevity.
In particular,
where the first two integrals have been found in [1] .
The Mellin transform of (Ai 3 Bi)(c + x) and (Ai 2 Bi 2 )(c + x)
It is quite evident that the integral
is closely connected with the integral M(α, c).
Using the Aspnes formula (2.2) it may be reduced to the first component of M(α, c),
For any α ∈ N the integral M[(Ai 3 Bi)(x)](α) has a simpler form because its hypergeometric factor may be reduced to terminated series. The approach here is absolutely the same as for M[Ai 4 (x)](α) above and we provide the resulting expressions only: m + 2  2  1  3  ,  2  3  ,  2  3 1 ⎞ ⎟ ⎠
where m ∈ N 0 and κ is defined by (2.15) .
It is interesting to note the following correspondence between moment integrals of Ai 4 (x) and Ai 3 (x)Bi(x): 
where b = (β + 2)/3 is an auxiliary parameter used for brevity and 
it is easy to check that both sequences, y m (β) and z m (β), satisfy one and the same recurrence relation
(see also Equation (34) in [1] ). A general solution of (3.15) is uniquely defined by initial conditions f 0 , f 1 and may be written as follows: [20] : As for the integral M[(Ai 2 Bi 2 )(x)](α), we do not know any value of α for which the hypergeometric factor on the right side of (3.4) may be expressed in a simpler form. Only for the case of upper limit of the convergence interval, a kind of simplification is possible. Namely, since
where γ is the Euler constant, then utilizing the divergent component, 
Concluding remarks
The above results help to find the Mellin transform of some other products of the Airy functions, for example,
where 0 < α < 1. Besides, the approach with the change of variables (s, t) → (u, v) may be used to obtain similar results for quadratic products of Airy functions, and we are planning to publish them in future. Quartic products of the Airy functions are also a source of various relations containing hypergeometric functions with special values. Namely, if one considers the integrand above to be a product of two factors and expands one of them into a Taylor series, then integrating term by term one can obtain a solution as a power series in c. Selecting the factor for the Taylor series expansion in two different ways we will have two different series expressions for one and the same solution. Finally, equating coefficients of equal powers of both series leads to a relation between hypergeometric functions. Some examples of this kind are already known, see Equation (7.3.9 .35) in [20] , Equation (A.22) in [23, p.98] and Equation (ix) in [23, p.35 ]. This part of our research is ongoing.
